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*Note: Noisy Book batteries are light activated, please make sure the lighting is sufficient for this

book.Chug Chug Tractor is part of DK's new novelty transport series perfect for toddlers. In Chug

Chug Tractor, young readers are presented with a high quality reading experience with exciting

novelties including vehicle and animal sounds, touch-and-feel panels, intriguing flaps, and

remarkable pop-outs. Combined with bright photographs and entertaining rhyming text, Chug Chug

Tractor offers a hands-on, interactive learning experience. Word labels name interesting images in

each scene, like the parts of a vehicle, the names of an animal, or the type of building, and provide

talking points for parent and child.
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This is not a good buy. It played two times and stopped playing. The book appears thick, but only

has a few pages. There are only 5 sounds made--a tractor engine, horn, horse, duck, owl. How

many tiny children have ever heard an owl? The story line is interspersed with pictures of

objects--along with their names beside them. This is very confusing when trying to read the story to

a child. I am not pleased with this product at all. My grandson is two and crazy about tractors and

animals.. This did not keep his attention for one minute. Yet, he has a book entitled "The Crippled

Lamb" and he will bring it to me to read to him. The flaps covering the pictures are fllimsy and will

tear off unless the child is super careful handling it. Fair warning on this product!



I've purchased several of these books because it's very hard to find a children's book with Massey

Ferguson tractors in it. Great quality, never had any issues, cute sounds, and flaps are fun for the

kiddos. Def recommend!

Excellent book for a basic toddler farm book (and I am very picky, as I fancy myself a bit of a

connoisseur of children's books as I've been collecting since the birth of my first of three ten years

ago.) This is one of my 18 month old boy's favorites. Flaps to lift, accurate and age appropriate

labels, and of course SOUND to attract and engage my busy boy. I was also impressed that it

seems well thought out (many toddler books seem hastily mass produced) by someone familiar with

children. So many tractor/truck books just give hundreds of complex labels or are overly simplistic

but this strikes a great balance for toddlers. As for the issue of books not working, there appears to

be a battery compartment for a small battery (watch battery?) so I don't anticipate that being an

issue, and certainly wouldn't deduct more than a star from the review if I had received a dud. A solid

choice for toddlers.

I received this book and it did not work. I had to pack it up and send it back for an exchange of

another one. I received the second book today and it does not work either. Save yourself the

aggravation and order this book from someplace other than  because it appears they have a

shipment of books that do not work.

This book was purchased from DK Publishing and when received the sounds didn't work at all... the

batteries in the brand new book had to be replaced! I didn't have time to return the book because I

needed it for my nephew's birthday, so I had to spend $9.71 on new batteries!!

I loved this book but I purchased three and none of them worked properly. I was very disappointed

with the sound. It might work one out of ten times. The batteries were fine but somehow the

connection was faulty.

Great concept. My son was so excited by the book but it does not work well. We've replaced the

batteries, sat in bright light, but the sounds don't work. Great combination of lift and flap and sounds

but poor workmanship. Has nothing to do with ! I purchased it elsewhere.



Had the same issue as many others. The book worked for one day then died completely. I even

ordered new batteries figuring that might fix it but it wasn't a battery issue, the book was still

completely dead.
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